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Climate change context

 Generally worsening scientific
prognosis for warming, impacts
 Increasing global emissions
 An evident weakening
international response
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Australian energy policy objectives

Possible policy implications: Where are the formal
affordability policies, climate must join the queue
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Energy policy needs?
 One possible framework for determining policy interventions:
correct ‘correctable’ market failures
 Energy sectors can exhibit all possible market failures
– Market power
 Generally concentrated supply-side (and potentially retail),
Considerable shared infrastructure

– Issues associated with nature of goods or their exchange
 public goods and ‘common-pool’ resources – eg. networks
 agency problems – eg. retailer objectives
 informational asymmetry – eg. supply vs demand-side participants

– Externalities
 Many and varied external costs and benefits
Possible policy implications: from an energy policy perspective, a
Carboncarbon
pricing meets
energy
price
is markets
a complementary policy. What about affordability?
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Energy consumer perspectives
Complex, uncertain and dynamic views
on climate change

(Lowy Institute, 2011)
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NEM: Aust’s largest environmental (externalities) market
The Australian
National
Electricity
Market

Environmental externality costs likely
outweigh direct costs; both likely
outweighed by social externality benefits
Coal-fired generation in NSW
(2009-10) Note: supplying >90%
of state electricity

$/MWh estimate

Direct Long Run Marginal Cost
(new SC plant)

$50-55 (Acil Tasman report to
AEMO, 2009)

Direct Short Run Marginal Cost
(fuel, variable O&M)

$10-14 (Acil Tasman as above)

External Health damage costs
(PM10, SOx, NOx)

$13 (mid-range estimate of ATSE
Externalities Study, 2009)

External Climate Change damage
$65 (using Stern Review estimate
Carbon
pricing meets energy markets
cost

of $75/tCO2)

Possible climate policy implications:
does this look like a traditional
‘externalities’ problem?
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Overall objective for the NEM (NEL Sec. 7)
The national electricity market objective is to promote efficient investment in, and
efficient use of, electricity services for the long term interests of consumers of
electricity with respect to price, quality, reliability and security of supply of
electricity and the reliability, safety and security of the national electricity system

 Are all objectives reflected in market design?
– One reason there is effective competition in the Victorian Retail Market is
“Because the provision of energy is viewed as a homogenous, low
engagement service “ AEMC, Effectiveness of Competition in Victoria, 2008

Possible policy implications: Claimed market objective is ‘services’
– how and where is delivery of these being assessed?
 Lack of env. and wider sustainability objectives a design choice

– As government desires that NEM contributes to achieving such
objectives must implement ‘external’ policies to drive changes
Possible climate policy implications: not an imposition on participants
but meets
an obligation
Carbon pricing
energy markets– role of NEM then to faciliate changes
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… many C based energy prices
 Energy highly valuable – vital roles, non-substitutable
– Not just a question of direct costs of extraction + conversion

 Potentially major differences b/n cost and value
 Many of these costs + values are externalities unless
addressed by governments
(ACCC, 2010)
 Key externalities until now
include social welfare,
resources management,
energy security,pollutants
… now climate change
Issue is not whether to price
carbon – instead, who will pay
how much to whom + when
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Prices, tariffs, fees. taxes…
 NEM wholesale market has prices
 Predetermined retail electricity tariff (schedule of fees) is not a
price in ‘economic efficiency’ sense of term
– requires locational and temporally varying and uncertain spot and future
prices for both energy and network services (Outhred and MacGill, 2006)
– major reform of interface b/n supply and demand sides of electricity
industry and NSPs required before genuine ‘price discovery’ can occur
– Little apparent interest or willingness to do this to date by key players

 Electricity industries
– traditionally ‘charge’ fees/taxes sufficient to deliver essential current &
future access to ‘reliable’ electricity supply ‘service’ to all s.t. underlying
customer ‘class’ costs but also wider considerations (eg. equity).
– In restructured industries, an unresolved question, often only limited
moves towards ‘economically efficient’ pricing wrt earlier arrangements
Carbon pricing meets energy markets
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What can governments do regarding C?
 Tax, Spend and Regulate
 We have millennia of experience in this

 … or, over last 2 decades, growing interest in creating
‘designer’ markets to achieve environmental objectives
– Renewable Energy Targets, Emissions Trading

 Some insights
–
–
–
–

To spend is to tax - Milton Friedman
Taxation impacts: revenue, redistribution, repricing + representation
Taxation targets: capital, labour, consumption
Regulation has a proven track record in environmental challenges
… has only recently fallen out of favour

A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes
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Carbon pricing – from theory to practice
(adapted from Clive Spash, Brave New World of Carbon Trading, www.clivespash.org)

 Underlying economic theory on pollution control
–
–
–
–

An aberration on otherwise perfectly functioning markets
Known or knowable pollution control costs and benefits
Optimal pollution control equates marginal costs of control & benefits
Taxes set the price, emissions trading sets the quantity

 … may not adequately address challenges of practical
implementation?
– Oversimplification – range of climate change drivers beyond C
– Existing market failures + other distortions – eg. fossil fuel subsidies
– Markets, power and vested interests

– What about equity considerations?
A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes

C pricing around the world to date
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(DCCEE, 2011)

 Developed countries
– ETS already operating in 27 EU + 4 other countries, New
Zealand, 10 US states. Trials in South Korea + Japan.
– Carbon taxation in UK, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden,
Netherlands + Canada

 Developing countries
– India: coal tax to fund research and development on renewable
energy technologies
– China: value-based tax on coal, oil and gas extraction in largest
gas-producing province, plans to extend to all other western
provinces

 Almost all countries
– A range of ‘implicit’ C prices and subsidies
A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes
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EU ETS latest…
a debacle to date in many regards
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C pricing & electricity
 One of the world’s most emissions
intensive electricity industries
 Current policies including eRET
represent modest ‘implicit’ C price
 Explicit (eg. EU ETS) and implicit C
prices of many other countries likely
exceed current Australian efforts

(Garnaut Review, 2008)

High emissions largely due
to high dependence on coal
fired generation

(Vivid Economics, Report to the Climate Institute, 2010)

A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes
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(APVA, Response to Productivity Commission
Report on Climate Policies, 2011)

Estimating economic subsidies associated
with climate policies is challenging and
requires numerous assumptions and
questions of judgement – some work in the
Australian context highly problematic such as
that of the Productivity Commission (2011)
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(APVA, Response to Productivity Commission
Report on Climate Policies, 2011)
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Current Australian ‘C Pricing’ Framework
Multi-Party Climate Change Committee
 Could commence with fixed price (within ETS framework)
as early as mid 2012
 Convert to ETS within 3-5 years subject to Australian and
international factors
– Including International C markets, progress on negotiations

 Likely ETS design (starting point the former CPRS)
– Broad coverage (but not land-use?)
– International linkages (potentially limited)
– Assistance to households and businesses still to be determined

 Complementary policies still required (but limited scope?)
A guide to carbon taxes and carbon trading schemes
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Factors driving Carbon Pass Through (CPR)
Change in electricity price / carbon price

(AGL, Working Paper #23 –
Carbon Pass-through, 2010)

 Emissions intensity of existing capital stock.
 Demand elasticity
– Theory: greater inelasticity of demand means greater incidence of
taxation experienced by consumers, rather than producers.

 Economics of existing substitutes
– If lower emissions substitutes operating with excess capacity, then rate
of pass-through may be lowered as higher emitting products substituted

 Availability of offsets or international credits.
 Market competition
– Perfect competition will have significant existing differences to a market
characterised by oligpolistic or monopolistic structures. (AGL , 2010)

Note significant uncertainties and dynamics
Carbon pricing meets energy markets
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Widely varying
estimates of CPR
(17% – 400%)

(AGL, Working Paper #23 –
Carbon Pass-through, 2010)
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Managing security + reliability
Maintaining NEM security has priority over commercial
arrangements – widespread industry failure is not an option.
 Carefully designed interface between market and centralised
security regimes
– Price can range from -$1000 to $12,500 / MWh (for brief periods)

 If system security or reliability of supply threatened, AEMO
has authority to use
– Security and Reliability Directions
– Load Shedding
– Reserve Trading
Possible policy implications: Robustness is critical: where are the
security regimes to ensure we can achieve desired climate and
energy equity objectives even if particular favored policies fail?
Might this require policy ‘portfolios’ to manage risk?
Carbon pricing meets energy markets
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NEM Governance
 Very high transparency in market operation
– all participant physical and market behaviour is public (ex-post), market event
reports, projections over weeks to decade timeframes

 Formal separation of powers and interfaces between policy making,
rule making, operation and enforcement
– MCE, AEMC, AEMO, AER and ACCC

 Rules for changing the rules

– Any party can propose a rule change at any time; triggers a formal
process with high transparency and consultation
Possible climate policy implications: Serious governance the key to
successful market-based policy approaches like LRET, ETS
- High transparency with significant disclosure obligations
- Robust against the rent-seekers (often incumbents)
- Fixable: “market and investor’ certainty should never over-ride
necessary repairs and improvements
NEM governance appears more robust than that for some other key
environmental markets to date including MRET/eRET, NSW GGAS…

but pricing
is it sufficient
for transformation
Carbon
meets energy markets

of the electricity sector?
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Thank you… and questions
Many of our publications are available at:
www.ceem.unsw.edu.au
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